
  

Questions and Answers 
 

From: Embassy of the United States  

Date: 4/30/2020 

Re: Solicitation Number: 19J01020Q0023 – Filter housing 

 

1) Can you please confirm if these water Filters are required for any Existing System? If 

Yes, Kindly provide us the Specifications and images for that? 

Yes, we have an existing system right now and we are going to add these filters to what we 

have. The model and type for the existing system is BDC3000BB from B. David Company.  

2) Can you please confirm if you need 4.5”x20” filter housing or 4.5”x20” PP filter cartridge 

only? 

We need the filter housing and the cartridge as well.  

3) Kindly let us know the Size of Mounting Brackets and Screws required? 

The bracket should be suitable to hold the filter housing.  

4) Kindly let us know the PSI of Pressure Gauge and if the Pressure gauges are Pipe 

Mounted or Panel Mounted?   

The pressure gauge is panel mounted, with max. Pressure 40 PSI 

5) Kindly provide us the Picture for the Nickel Extension to the Pressure gauge? 

This depends on the filter housing and the size of the pressure gauge, we have no specific type.  

6) Kindly provide us the Ring Diameter size for the Centralizing Ring?   

This depends on the filter housing and the size, we have no specific type.  

7) Since we are an international vendor, can we quote in US $ Dollars? 

Yes.  

8)  Is the attached data sheet showing the desired filter housing? 

Yes it is. 

9)  Are any filter cartridges required?  Or just the empty housings? 

We need the housing and the cartridge.  

      10)  If filters are required, what micron rating?  5 mic, 10 mic, 20 micron, etc... 

Yes the filter is required, 5 mic.  

      11) What style of filter?  Pleated cartridge filter, spiral wound, etc.. 
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We need a sediment filter to removes dirt, debris, and other sediment. 

      12) Is the filtered water for potable water? 

Yes it is.  

      13) What connection size is required for the housing?  3/4", 1", or 1.5"? 1’’ size 

     14) Given the quantity requested, it seems likely that only some replacement filters are 

needed and not the entire housing.  If this is true, please confirm if the attached document 

shows the type of filter housing being used.  And that the desired filters should fit this type of 

housing? 

This is not replacement filters request. We need the entire housing to be added to our existing 

system.  

15) Is the installation a bid requirement or supply only? Supply only 

An example of the filter housing 

 


